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Imagine that you work for a jerk, a total
narcissist. He uses an outdated command
and control leadership style that includes
public shaming, blaming, yelling, and criticizing
– and you are constantly pounded by him no
matter how hard you work or how much
success you create. It’s no surprise that the
leadership turnover rate in your organization
is ﬁfty percent because no one can stand him!
Nor is it surprising that every division has seen
negative or little performance growth for a
decade – except one. Yours.

This leadership report will answer that question
– not just about how Shane has ignited high
energy and performance for himself under
tough circumstances – but how you can too,
particularly on the days that you feel like you’re
drowning in frustration. Self-Leadership is the
key, and it is more relevant now than ever, given
the steady drumbeat of negativity from all sides
and the likelihood that the present chaos won’t
end any time soon. You will also get a glimpse
into how you can help others to be more
proactive and self-responsible in the midst of
these times, and experience high engagement
day in and day out.
This report answers these crucial questions:
 Why is Self-Leadership so important?
 What does it involve?

Not only have you been a leader for ten years
in a negative environment, but your division
has shown a sixty-seven percent ﬁnancial gain
during that time. You’ve carried the company’s
revenues, producing over sixty percent of its
returns in the past decade. On top of that,
you’ve maintained sound strategies for staying
positive and engaged as a leader, when others
drop like ﬂies. Sound impossible?
It’s not! This is a true story about Shane, the
leader of the North American division for a
high-grossing and fast-growing global business.
Shane is not a sucker for punishment. He is a
tenacious man on a mission, a man who has
changed the course of his entire company and
directly inﬂuenced its ﬁnancial success because
of his ability to lead himself before trying to
inﬂuence others. Though Shane has often
been the brunt of his CEO’s verbal abuse, he
still chooses to “lead up,” even to the point
that his boss has followed his counsel on a
number of critical occasions while other leaders
were summarily dismissed. How does he do it,
given the total negativity of the situation and
the boss he works with?

 How does it make a diﬀerence?

desperately needed

Today’s Most Wanted
Leadership Skill

Whether he knows it or not, Shane embodies
the most desperately needed leadership skill in
today’s new world, one that was recently
identiﬁed by a study of seven thousand leaders
as the most valuable leadership skill of our day.
The May 2020 Fuzu study referred to this critical
competency as Self-Leadership.
We deﬁne Self- Leadership as, “the ability to
clearly see and choose to positively inﬂuence
Self, and consequently Others and Situations,
regardless of outside negative inﬂuences.” This
involves knowing your strengths and
weaknesses and choosing to position your
strengths to have a greater inﬂuence over your
communication, emotions, behavior, and
interactions than your weaknesses. You can’t do
this without proactivity and self-initiative, and
conﬁdence in who you are and who you’re not,
along with vulnerability that leaves you open
and willing to be inﬂuenced by others.
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Self- Leadership is deﬁned as, “the ability to clearly see and choose
to positively inﬂuence Self, and consequently Others and
Situations, regardless of outside negative inﬂuences.”
Self-Leadership has an inside-out impact.
When you inﬂuence yourself, it increases your
eﬀectiveness with Others in your one-to-one
relationships, and ultimately expands your
inﬂuence on your Team. It can even extend
your inﬂuence to the entire Organization, as
Shane’s story so aptly demonstrates. You can
see the Inside-Out Inﬂuence of Self-Leadership
in Figure 1, shown here (Below).

Here’s how Self-Leadership works and why it’s so
eﬀective. Every day, just like every other person,
you encounter Situations and Others who
inﬂuence you. You also are inﬂuencing Others
and the Situations around you by your choices.
You can see this represented simply in Figure 2,
shown here (Below).
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Figure 2: Inﬂuences

“

Discovering Self-Leadership has been transformative for our team! It provides
principles and frameworks to give us a common platform of strength to operate
from. It stops divisiveness and conﬂict – and provides a guiding vision to progress
into the future. Every leader and team would beneﬁt greatly from this experience!
John Alldredge, Vice President of Strategy and Solutioning, United Healthcare
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“

Figure 1: Inside-Out Inﬂuence
of Self-Leadership
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Now, consider what happens when you encounter a totally new and uncertain Situation, one like
COVID-19 where you are faced with questions and decisions that impact the lives of many Others,
including those whom you care deeply about. Your important choices impact the survival of your
business, not to mention how Others also feel and respond to the Situation. If you’re like most leaders,
you’ve likely felt the heavier-than-usual pressure during COVID that has resulted in the highest stress
levels ever recorded by the American Stress Institute. In June 2020, a whopping 88% of all workers
identiﬁed that they felt highly stressed all or most of the time.
If you pause to think about your own experience with high stress during COVID and in other times, you
see that it is generally accompanied by negative emotions such as worry, anxiety, frustration, and
sometimes fear. This negativity is a normal human response to uncertainty and ambiguity, which are
the biggest universal triggers of negativity. The more you care about the outcomes and the Others for
whom you have responsibility in uncertain Situations, the higher your stress and negativity likely will be.

The more you care, the higher
your stress and negativity
likely will be.

SELF

Situations

Others

As you encounter this new uncertain
Situation, you may feel like you don’t know
what to do. You have no relevant experience
and you lack insight. As you think about
Others who are signiﬁcantly impacted by
your choices, and feel caring for them, your
feelings become increasingly darkened. You
don’t realize it, but this darkness is also
obscuring your view of the Situation as well
as Others who are part of it (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Uncertainty’s Impact on Self
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As you examine Figure 3, notice what happens
to your ability to clearly see the Situation or
Others when your Self circle is ﬂooded by
darkened feelings, and how this impedes your
perspective. As you can see, your negativity
blindness diminishes your view. It can show
up as distrust of Others. It can turn into
blame, negative rhetoric, and the spreading
of conspiracy theories, just as we’ve seen over
the past year. It can leave you anxious and
caught up in assumptions or decisions based
on a narrow perspective of Others and your
Situation.
Shane knows all about this, just as you likely
have experienced it in your own life. He
became intimately familiar with this darkened
view during his early teen years when he lost
his dad to a tragic car accident. Luckily, Shane
opened himself up to learn from wise mentors
who taught him one critical reality. Their
wisdom was this: if you cannot inﬂuence your
own Self circle when it’s darkened, the only
inﬂuence you’ll have on Others will come from
that dark place – and it will hurt more than
help anyone.

Self-Leadership begins when you clearly see what is happening to you and then positively inﬂuence
yourself, beginning with clearing out the negative emotions and making diﬀerent choices. This is
easier said than done for most people, however, because it requires a mature mindset and a
disciplined skillset.

“

When we began our Self-Leadership journey, we had a lot of people who felt
damaged and beat up by previous experiences. The learning experience they
created with us produced an inside-out change that reversed our patterns and
brought hope and healing. Our team is so much stronger because of the power
of Self-Leadership and Interdependence.

“

Cam Fanfulik,
Executive Director, NWRDC
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Developing Self-Leadership
Great leadership involves great tools. In fact, a leader is only as strong as his or her tools.
Self-Leadership is no diﬀerent and makes use of a number of tools to clear out negativity blindness
and more clearly see and positively inﬂuence Self, Others, and Situations. Several of the most
impactful Self-Leadership skills and tools are shown here.
Performance Agreements. These
help you make three key decisions in
advance of diﬃcult situations.

Weakness Mitigation. This tool
empowers you to shrink the negative
impact of self-perpetuated weakness.

Create Your Conditions. To selfengage, you must know and take
responsibility for what you need.

Synergize Together. This provides you
with an alternative to acting from learned
helplessness or expert mode.

Powerlessness vs. Possibility. This
internal compass guides you through the
fog and fear of uncertainty.

SEE-Shifter Tool. This stops reactivity
and frustration by changing your way of
seeing what’s happening.

Conﬁdent Vulnerability. This skill
helps you authentically own your strengths
and weaknesses.

Genuine Curiosity. This pulls you out
of judgment and stops you from spiraling
downward.

Reframing. This tool leads you toward a
Growth Mindset, rather than being stuck
in toxicity and blaming.

Trigger Recovery. This tool awakens
you to the reasons behind your triggers
and stops them cold.

Energize thru Strengths Use. This
helps you use strengths to increase Work
Joy, energy and performance.

Engage Through Purpose. This helps
you discover your purpose and ﬁnd deep
fulﬁllment and inﬂuence.

Self-Leadership is not developed automatically and – it does not happen by accident. It is created
intentionally and purposefully by those who are wise enough to choose their responses to Others
and life’s Situations. That includes leaders like Shane – and good leaders just like you who are on a
mission to become the very best they can be. Self-Leadership is the gateway to doing just that and
helping others to optimize their potential and accelerate their positive inﬂuence. More than ever
before, our chaotic world needs more Self-Leaders! Will you choose to be one?
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If you would like to ignite others in your organization to activate Self-Leadership, contact Tony
(email: tmurphy@peopleacuity.com, phone: 1.952.797.4317) to learn more or set up a free 2-hour virtual
workshop to awaken others to Self-Leadership tools that increase energy and performance. Or visit us at
www.peopleacuity.com.
People Acuity oﬀers leading-edge leadership development services in thirty-two countries across the globe.
Their mission is to lift business performance by empowering leaders with crucial skills for today’s new world,
including Self-Leadership, Proactive Accountability, Coach-like Engagement, Interdependent Collaboration, and
Transformative Innovation. They provide measurable behavior change and a multi-modality learning approach,
including globally-acclaimed virtual, live, and online learning supported by coaching.
This report has been written by DeAnna Murphy – the founder and CEO of People Acuity and principal author
of Shift Up! Strengths Strategies for Optimal Living and Choose to See You – in collaboration with co-thought leaders,
Lisa Gregory, and Steve Jeﬀs. DeAnna is a Top 100 Global Coaching Leader who has provided keynotes and
leadership development experiences to leaders and teams all across the globe.

Notes:
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